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THE TENUTA COLOMBARA,
WHERE ACQUERELLO IS BORN

THE LAND

Acquerello rice grows in the beautiful rice
paddies of Tenuta Colombara in Livorno
Ferraris, that is in the heart of the Province
of Vercelli, in Piemonte.
Piemonte is a land of excellent food and
wine.
Rice has been grown here since the late
fourteen hundreds, at the dawn of rice in
Italy.
Italy is now the largest producer of rice in
Europe.
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Tenuta Colombara dramatically changes colors over the seasons
because rice needs water flooding.
During spring, the flooded rice paddies show a mirror-like lake of
unique wonder.
In summer, the paddies are bright green and the water is still
standing, which makes it an ideal habitat for water birds such
swallows, frogs and dragonflies.
In autumn, the paddies assume a gold color and await the
harvesters.
In winter, the paddies often turn white with frost and snow.
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PIERO
RONDOLINO
In 1935 Cesare Rondolino, Piero’s father,
embraced farming – specifically growing rice.
Thus, he purchased Tenuta Colombara,
renowned for its fertile land and availability of
water. The farm was then particularly suitable
for the art of growing rice.
In 1971, Piero joined his father and toghether
they dedicated themselves to the cultivation
of rice in a traditional manner. The rice so
produced was initally sold as raw rice to
refiners.
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Ph. Credit Gianni Berengo Gardin

THE RONDOLINO
FAMILY

Since 1991 Piero and his son Rinaldo, teamed to
maximise the purity of the crop. They made the
bold decision to select only one type of rice, the
Carnaroli, which at the time was very little-known
but now is representative of the Italian
gastronomic culture.

Soon thereafter, Piero’s other children Umberto
and Anna became involved in developing
Acquerello. They dedicated themselves to
marketing and image. Maria Nava, Piero’s wife,
became responsible for the commercial aspects
of the business.
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RESPECT OF TRADITIONS
IN A MODERN ENVIRONMENT

THE PRODUCTION

Piero Rondolino, having in mind the highest
production standards, built a new processing
plant in 2001. The processing technologies are
a mix of traditional methods with the most
modern machinery and technolgies.

The result is the highest possible standard of
quality. The rice grains, before earning the name
Acquerello, need to age at least one year and
up to seven years. This slow and delicate
process goes through twenty well defined
stages.
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PROCESSING STEPS
EXPLAINED
Besides sowing, growing, harvesting, aging and
packing, some of the other steps are shown in the
picture to the right.
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THE AGING
Appropriate aging is demanding. The harvested rice needs to be
stored in cool warehouses for the longest possible time. When
harvested, the rice stops the vegetative cycle and is ready for
consumption, but has not yet achieved the organoleptic qualities,
balance and perfection that are needed for Acquerello rice. The rice
is stored in temperature-controlled silos at less than 15°C (59°F),
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In this way the rice goes through a very slow breathing process,
which provides the desired level of hardness to the cooked rice
grain (al dente). This is achieved by aging, which makes starch and
the proteins less soluble and increases the capacity to absorb the
ingredients added as condiments.

THE PROCESS
Acquerello is the only rice that is still husked using a
traditional method, named ‘the propeller’, invented
in 1884 and always considered the best method.
Only this slow and delicate process produces
perfect rice grains, with no scratches or fractures
that would cause the rice to be cooked in a nonuniform manner.

The vacuum packed can is the perfect, traditional container
designed especially for Acquerello.
I chose this name because water is the vital element of rice.
The image on the can represents our farmstead: Tenuta
Colombara and its reflection in the water…
Helix - drawing of ‘The Propeller’ apparatus
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Piero Rondolino

THE IDEA
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RESTORING
THE GERM
When rice is husked, the germ is inevitably separated from the grain
and is then eliminated, impoverishing the grain of its best nutritional
elements.
Acquerello fully recovers the germ with all its nutritional elements,
thanks to a patented process. Since it is very tender, when mixed
with the husked rice the germ melts and it absorbed by the exterior
of the grain.
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International patent for the reintegration of the germ into the husked rice
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IN THE KITCHEN

ACQUERELLO
THE PERFECT RICE

Acquerello is the utmost in rice because it
combines perfection of taste with the most
precious nutritional values of wholegrain rice.
Acquerello has been chosen by the most

important international chefs for their risottos,
and the dish has become an icon of the
gastronomic world.
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Ever since Alain Ducasse discovered Acquerello in 1993,
recognizing its qualities, Acquerello has become the only food in
his list of “Necessary Luxury”
Departures - September 2010

Necessary Luxury, it is the Rolls Royce of rice (...).
Acquerello rice makes risotto that’s
indulgent without being too rich.
Alain Ducasse

Frederick E. Grasser
La cusinière du cusinier - 1994
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With Acquerello, risottos and rice salads become
masterpieces. It is a well-known fact that your rice is
the best, but anyone who tastes it will realise
that it is better than they could ever imagine.
Gualtiero Marchesi

Acquerello
Gold and Saffron - 1994

Massimo Bottura
From book 6 (Six) Autoritratto della cucina
italiana d’avanguardia Alessandra Meldolesi Bob Noto - Cucina & Vini 2007

2011

Acquerello
Grey and Black - 2007
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Not only the chefs who have made
history, but also the young chefs who are
making a name for themselves choose
quality products, aiming for a young and
innovative cuisine.

Curtis Stone - California

Heston Blumenthal - UK

Marc Vetri - Pennsylvania

Peter Brunel - Italy

Alvin Leung - Hong Kong
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COOKING
METHODS
Acquerello is an all-rounder,
suited for risotto, but also to
many other dishes, such as:
-

Rice salad
Boiled rice
Baked dishes
Steamed dishes
Arancini and supplì
Desserts

Throughout the world, the bestknown Italian dish is risotto, but
it is not always easy to make.
Here are some tips to make a
perfect dish using Acquerello.
Quick and easy ways to make a
dish similar to risotto, but without
the problems (we call it a nonrisotto).
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“RISOTTO NOT RISOTTO”

10 minutes cooking
5 minutes resting time

This recipe can be prepared in only 10 minutes using a pan and avoiding all traditional steps of risotto.
1) Measure 1 part of Acquerello and 3 parts in weight of salty water or stock (ex. For 3 people 250g/1,3 Cups of Acquerello and 750ml/3 Cups
of liquid).
2) When water boils add Acquerello and stir.
3) After 10 minutes of cooking turn off the heat: Acquerello is ready for any type of recipe (risotto, arancini, rice salad…).
4-5) For the ‘risotto not risotto’ add extravirgin olive oil and/or butter, parmesan cheese, and/or any ingredients that you like, and stir.
6) Let it rest for 5 minutes it will absorb the remaining liquid and become a creamy risotto.

10 min
1

2

750ml/3,17 Cups
salty water or stock

250g/1,38 Cups
Acquerello

3

5 min
4

5

Olive oil
and/or butter

Parmesan cheese and/or
other ingredients

1st step

6

7
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2 minutes toasting
10 minutes cooking time
6 minutes finishing

RISOTTO ACQUERELLO IN TWO STEPS

10 min
1

2

5 min

3

4

1) 2 minutes: toast Acquerello with oil, onion and wine at medium heat.
2) 10 minutes: stir and let it slowly absorb salty water or stock.
3) Turn off the fire, cool Acquerello on a cold surface and put it in the fridge.
Olive oil
Cups again250g/1,38
4) 6750ml/3,17
minutes: start
to cook Cups
it in salty water or stock.
and/or butter
salty water or stock
Acquerello
5) Add butter, parmesan cheese and any ingredients you like.
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6

7

Parmesan cheese and/or
other ingredients

1st step

1

2

Toast
Acquerello

Slowly add salty water
or stock

3
Cool it
on a cold surface

4
Restart cooking
with salty water or stock

5

6

Finishing

2nd step
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EVENTS, AWARDS AND MORE...

ACQUERELLO
AND
SLOW FOOD
Acquerello and Slow Food
have always cooperated to
promote gastronomic and
cultural projects.
Since 2004, Tenuta
Colombara has become a
teaching branch for the
University of Gastronomic
Sciences, for the purpose of
teaching arts related to rice.
In 2016 Slow Food granted
Acquerello the “snail award”,
which is the symbol of the
movement. That award is
traditionally given to those
who share the philosophy
“Good, Clean and Fair”.
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On the thirtieth anniversary of the Slow Food movement’s birth,
Acquerello added the symbol of the snail to the image of the can.
The snail is the symbol of Slow Food, which carries the
fundamental values that Acquerello and the movement share:
good, clean and fair.
Acquerello is good, because it’s the only white rice in the world with
the nutritional values of wholegrain rice.

Acquerello is clean, because the production process is
transparent, and fully owned and managed at Tenuta Colombara.
Acquerello is fair, because the price paid by the consumer is
commensurate to the quality of the product, and to the attention
that the people who work with pride at Tenuta Colombara put into
the production process.
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“MERCOLEDÌ
RISO”

“Rice on Wednesday” is a cultural challenge devised
by Acquerello and Slow Food for the Italian and
European junior schools. The message promoted
was that rice is good, and that children should
carefully consider what they eat so that they could
eat better. The challenge was to prepare a variety of
rice dishes at least once a week, on Wednesday.

The teams that invented the best recipes were invited
to the Tenuta Colombara for the purpose of showing
how to produce the dishes and for receiving awards
by expert judges. Judges were Carluccio, from the
famous Carluccio’s restaurants, Carlo Petrini, founder
of Slow Food, and others.
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CLUB DES CHEFS
DES CHEFS

The chefs serving the world’s heads of State,
the ‘Club des Chefs des Chefs’ were intrigued
by the grains of rice. So they visited the Tenuta
Colombara to see how Acquerello is made.
They were guests of the Rondolino family for an
entertaining day spent getting to know each
other. They enjoyed a lunch with an Acquerello

risotto prepared by the chef Marco Stabile with
the help of everybody who partecipated, which
included Mark Flanagan, chef to Queen
Elizabeth II and Cris Comerford, chef at the
White House. So, nineteen important chefs
contributed to spread Acquerello to all the
tables of the world.
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MUSEUM
Tenuta Colombara has created a museum
dedicated to growing rice. The farm
applied the extreme care and followed
traditions. Preservation and staging
includes the blacksmith’s shop, the
carpenter’s workshop, the saddler’s shop,
the dressmaker’s workshop, the homes, the
school and the dormitories for the
‘mondine’ (the seasonal workers).
Everything was placed where it would once
have been found, in its original condition,
like the rooms themselves, in order to
preserve all the signs of the times. The
museum is also open to the public, with
guided tours, by appointment.
Life past and present at Tenuta Colombara
was witnessed in the photographic volume
Il Racconto del Riso –
An Italian Story of Rice by Gianni Berengo
Gardin, the great Italian photographer, the
only Italian winner of the Lucie Award, the
Oscar of photography and the winner of
the Bastianelli award for the best
photographic book of 2014.
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“MADE IN CARCERE”

Remnants from the packaging process find a new
life thanks to the project ‘Made in Carcere’, which
transforms them into elegant shoulder bags and
more. A social commitment that allows Acquerello
to produce aprons, bags and gadgets, reducing

waste and pollution and allowing the women of
the Lecce prison to straighten out ‘the crooked
seams of their lives’, betting on the possibility of
changing their situation.
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VISITS
In recent years, chefs and
clients from all over the world
are coming to discover our
reality and our territory.
Whether you are a chef, a
journalist or an Acquerello's
distributor, and you would like
to know more, come and visit
us, the doors of Tenuta
Colombara are open and you
will be our guest throughout
your stay.

Gennaro Contaldo, Piero Rondolino, Antonio Carluccio

Chef Maroun Chedid - Libano

Carlo Petrini - Slow Food

Chef Bruno Barbieri e Maria Nava Rondolino

Students of University of Gastronomic Sciences

Chefs from Poland

Bruce Payne - Actor

Williams Sonoma
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Follow us on social media to be updated about Acquerello and
share your passion for rice and risotto.
@risoacquerello
#risoacquerello

www.acquerello.it
info@acquerello.it
Tenuta Colombara, 13046 Livorno Ferraris (VC)
Tel 0161477832 - Fax 016147272

